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1 � BITE ALARMS

 y PROPERTIES

The new top bite alarms FLACARP X7 are equipped with a revolutionary ultra-sensitive 
sensor which responds from 1.5mm fishing-line movement in both directions. Possi-
bility to adjust the length of the fishing-line movement in a wide range, a new range 
of tones from popular deep “croaking” to high tones, smooth volume control. Clear 
optical signaling with the possibility of adjusting the RGB LED color and brightness. 
Extreme mechanical resistance, powered by standard AAA batteries.

 ³ New revolutionary scanning with ultra-sensitive analyzing of the 
fishing-line movement in both directions with the setting of movement 
length in a wide range

 ³ Button for easy functions control (MUTE, position LED ...)
 ³ Intuitive RGB LED notification of the fishing-line unwinding direction
 ³ Adjustment of the RGB LED color and brightness (possibility to turn off the LED)
 ³ Loud acoustic signaling with tone and volume control
 ³ Integrated long-range wireless listening-in
 ³ Toggle switch for easy and intuitive switching ON and OFF
 ³ Night position LED, clear notification of battery status
 ³ Swinger connector (JACK 2,5mm)
 ³ Incredible material strength: non-cracking housing
 ³ Rain resistance ensured by a set of seals
 ³ The metal axis of the roller does not “bake” even during fast ride
 ³ Powered by standard AAA batteries (2pcs, 2x 1.5V)
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2 y PROPERTIES

 � LISTENING-IN RECEIVER

Wireless listening-in receiver analyzes fish-bite from the 
FLACARP bite alarms. The receiver notifies the fish-bite but 
also the alarm from motion sensors. Possibility to remotely 
control up to 4 FLACARP lights. Just all in one. Durable 
construction. Power supply by standard batteries.

 ³ Memory for up to 12 FLACARP devices: Bite alarms, 
motion sensors and other accessories

 ³ Analyzes the bite, shows the same RGB LED color 
diodes as set on the bite alarm and also the same tone

 ³ Signalizes acoustically and optically ride forward and 
backward (each differently) 

 ³ Notify of the alarms from FLACARP motion detectors 
and shock sensors

 ³ Remote control of FLACARP LED lights and other 
accessories using the main button

 ³ Volume control, mute mode
 ³ Vibration notifications
 ³ Low battery advance notice
 ³ Powered by standard AAA batteries (2pcs, 2x 1.5V)
 ³ Long battery life
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3We develop and manufacture quality electronics for fishermen with 
more than 25 years of experience.

FLACARP bite alarms are distributed in a resistant case in sets from 2 to 4 
bites alarms + receiver.

Thanks to the clever storage the minimum dimensions of the entire case 
are maintained as it measures only 23 x 15cm and  height 
7.5cm. Guaranteed compatibility allows the expansion of 
the set. The set includes a lanyard for hanging the receiver 
on the neck and the manual.

 ³ 4x bite alarms and 1x receiver
 ³ 1x motion alarm
 ³ 3x FLACARP SENS micro-sensors
 ³ 1s FL6-RGB lamp
 ³ The case is part of the 

XXL set or can be 
purchased separately

 ³ Case dimensions 
27x20x8cm

 ³ More informations at our 
website www.flacarp.com

XXL Case
For your MAXI set FLACARP with positions for:

Let’s check our QR ;)

IN OUR OFFER YOU CAN  FIND     3     TYPES OF SETS

3 + 12 + 1 4 + 1
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54 40mm

40mm

 � ALARMS

FLACARP motion sensors help you to secure 
your expensive equipment. They monitor the 
movement of unwanted person around your 
fishing place, bivouac, boat, car, etc.

When any motion is detected the alarm im-
mediately alerts the fisherman to his RX7 
receiver where the acoustic and LED inform.

The alarm easily monitors your equipment. It 
detects change of position, shocks, unauthor-
ized manipulation. Wirelessly sends an alert 
to your receiver. Long range, sensitivity ad-
justment, small dimensions 4x4x1.5cm only, 
powered by CR2450 battery.

 ³ Detection of unwanted person at an angle of 140⁰ 
with range up to 6 meters

 ³ For the double-side version, the detection angle is 
140⁰ from the front and 140⁰ from the back side

 ³ Sensitivity switching (6m/3m)
 ³ False alerts filter
 ³ Wireless notification on the FLACARP receivers 

RFX or RX7 - range up to 1 kilometer
 ³ Integrated position LED light with remote control 

option
 ³ Durable construction, perfect protection against rain
 ³ Powered by two standard AAA batteries (2x1.5V)
 ³ Long battery life
 ³ Double side version (AL2) or one side version (AL1)

 y FLACARP AL2 MOTION SENSOR  y MICRO-ALARM FLACARP SENS
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5Rechargeable headlamp with powerful LED 
lights with high luminosity up to 300lm with in-
tegrated Li-Pol battery 1200mAh. Reliable, rain-
proof lamp with the control by a button or by 
a contactless sensor. Simply wave your hand in 
front of the headlamp and it will light up in the 
mode you selected.  Charging by USB connector 
from a standard mobile phone charger, from a 
car or powerbank.

 � LIGHTS

 ³ Rechargeable flashlight with built-in powerful Li-Ion 
battery 2000mAh

 ³ Listening-in memory for up to 10 FLACARP devices
 ³ RGB light - the ability to switch the LED color and  

also assign a color to a specific bite alarm or alarm or 
mirror the same LED color, as set on the bite alarm

 ³ LED intensity option (brightness adjustment)
 ³ 100% waterproof - can be used in a bivouac and as an 

outdoor light
 ³ Easy charging from a phone charger, car or power 

bank (micro USB connector)
 ³ Integrated listening-in range up to 1 kilometer
 ³ Possibility of use as a remote-controlled position light 

or buoy.
 ³ Strong magnet and loop for easy hanging

 y FLACARP LED LIGHT FL6-RGB  y FLACARP RECHARGEABLE 
    HEADLAMP HL1200
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6 � BITE ALARM F2  � BITE ALARM F3

Standard bite alarm suitable for beginner fishermen and those 
who like simplicity.

 y PROPERTIES  y PROPERTIES
 ³ Fish-line scanning with sensitive 

analyzing
 ³ RGB LED notification of the fishing-

line unwinding direction
 ³ RGB LED color adjustment
 ³ Acoustic signaling with volume 

control
 ³ Night position LED
 ³ Swinger connector (JACK 2.5mm)
 ³ High material strength
 ³ Rain resistance ensured by a set of 

seals 
 ³ The metal axis of the roller does 

not “bake” even during fast ride
 ³ Powered by standard AAA 

batteries (2pcs, 2x1.5V)

 ³ Simple intuitive control 
with rotary buttons and 
toggle switch

 ³ Acoustic bite notification 
with the volume and tone 
adjusting

 ³ RGB LED lights with color 
adjustment

 ³ Two levels of sensitivity
 ³ Swinger connector
 ³ High material strength
 ³ Powered by standard 

AAA batteries

Top bite alarm with the line movement lenght, tone 
and volume settings.



Dear fishermen,
We develop and manufacture FLACARP products for you with the greatest care 
in Bzenec in the Czech Republic. Already during the development, we try to 
satisfy your wishes and expectations. We use the best materials, top electronic 
components and we apply our many years of experience dating back to 1994. We 
provide fast delivery, flexible response to your requirements and great service.

Thank you for your interest. Tomáš Flajzar

QUALITY EUROPEAN FISHING ELECTRONICS FLACARP

M a n u f a c t u r e r,  s e r v i c e  a n d  t e c h n i c a l  s u p p o r t :

obchod@tfe.cz
#flacarp
#flacarp
www.flacarp.com+420 731 115 151

TFE elektronika s.r.o.
náměstí Svobody 1509
696 81 Bzenec
Czech Republic

Your dealer:

REN221


